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FAQ Notes

Welcome to The QuickTime FAQ — I hope you find it useful.

It’s likely to be rough around the edges in several ways — editorial sloppiness, sins of
omission, and more than a few places where I’m unequivocally wrong. (Please don’t hurt
yourself on any exposed wiring.)

Any signs of excellence in this FAQ are the direct result of the contributions of many
people. Please send new information, corrections, production advice, hints and tips, rants
and raves to:

<mailto:cwiltgen@apple.com>

Thanks!

Universal Resource Locators
In this document, I specify the locations of resources (Web sites, FTP sites, etc.) as URLs.
Most of these URLs are standard ones used by the Internet community. For example,

<ftp://microsquish.com/>

refers to the Internet FTP site at Microsquish, Inc. Likewise,

<http://www.microsquish.com/>

refers to Microsquish’s World Wide Web site. Use the browser of your choice (okay,
Netscape) to get there.

I use a couple other types of URLs that aren’t as commonly accepted. For example, you
could send email to:

<mailto:bigbill@microsquish.com>

to get information on Microsquish Word for Windex.

Abbreviations & Definitions
Occasionally I’ll use abbreviations in an effort to atone for being too verbose. Here are
some common ones:
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QTM QuickTime for Macintosh
QTW QuickTime for Windows
VFW Video for Windows

QTVR QuickTime VR
ReactiveMovie ActiveMovie
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What is QuickTime?

QuickTime is a system extension that makes it possible for users to view and edit video,
animation, music, text, and other dynamic information on Macintosh, Wintel1, and
Fujitsu FM Towns computers.

This system architecture not only includes system software, but also compression
facilities, human interface standards, and standard file formats. In total, these components
provide you with a cross-platform technology that enables developers to create
multimedia content once, then deploy it across multiple platforms with virtually no
additional work.

From a technical perspective, QuickTime supports two basic types of files: pictures and
movies. Picture files contain still images; Movie files support time-based data. Within a
movie, QuickTime comes with support for these media types:

• Video2

• Sprites
• Audio
• Music3

• Text
• QuickDraw 3D
• Tween
• Time Code (e.g. SMPTE)

A QuickTime movie can contain any or all of these media types, and (most importantly)
all of these “tracks” are automatically synchronized, so a movie’s images, sounds and
text are played and displayed at the proper time.

Also, the QuickTime architecture is flexible enough to support any type of media —
software developers can create custom media handler components based on the generic
ones supplied by Apple. That’s one of the reasons that QuickTime is flexible enough to

                                                
1 The Microsoft Windows/Intel Corsortium for Better Computing
2 including MPEG (Motion Picture Experts Group) compressed video, an emerging digital video standard
3 a MIDI-like synth track
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do everything from playing postage-stamp-sized video on a old Macintosh LC to
hardware-assisted broadcast-quality video.

What’s new in QuickTime for Macintosh 2.5?
Speed improvements of 20–200%
Better performance for movie playback
QuickTime’s primary data handler has been updated to allow for higher performance
playback. The data handler has been modified to maximize throughput resulting in
noticeable performance improvements.

Native Component Manager dispatching mechanism
A new Component Manager provides a more efficient, fully Power PC native path for
QuickTime video, sound, music and as well as other Component Manager clients such as
ColorSync, QuickDraw GX, Sound Manager, AppleScript, Macintosh Easy Open and the
Display Manager. These enhancements provide better movie playback performance as
well as overall better system performance.

Asynchronous JPEG and Raw codecs on Power Mac
The JPEG and Raw codecs are now asynchronous, which allows QuickTime to continue
processing data while the codecs simultaneously compress or decompress video.

Support for QuickDraw 3D
Updates to popular 3D modeling/animation applications will allow you to save those
models and animations to a QuickTime Movie. The interesting thing about QuickTime
3DMF tracks is that they have no intrinsic resolution (i.e. they’re still true 3D data) or
frame rate (QuickTime interpolates the animation data in the Tween track to create
smooth movement, no matter what the frame rate happens to be).

Interchangeable, Common M-JPEG File Format
Before QuickTime 2.5, every hardware vendor had a proprietary flavor of M-JPEG — this
meant that you could only work with digitized video created with that particular piece of
hardware.

Once hardware vendors add support for the new M-JPEG codecs in QuickTime 2.5, you’ll
be able to play M-JPEG video without having to worry about where the video was
originally digitized.
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Enhanced QuickTime Music Architecture
Public API and format for software synthesizers and musical instruments
There are several advantages to using MIDI for music content in interactive multimedia
titles. While digitally recorded sound provides excellent quality audio, it also consumes a
considerable amount of disk space and memory. Nearly two hours of MIDI music can be
stored on a floppy disk, compared to one minute of digital sound. Additionally, MIDI
notes can be altered, or played back using different or custom instruments at playback
time. This contrasts dramatically with digitized audio, which is by nature a reproduction
of the recorded original.

Additional New Features to QTMA
MIDI files now play back with CD-quality sound on Power Macintosh systems (44.1
kHz, 16 bit, stereo).

MIDI applications can now Render To File and save to a CD quality AIFF file.

Drag & drop is now supported for sounds, instruments, or MIDI  clips to and from MIDI
applications such as sequencers.

Additional new features to QuickTime 2.5 for Macintosh

Tweening media handler
Tween tracks are modifier tracks that you can use to algorithmically generate values for
other tracks (it never displays data itself). The data in Tween tracks is interpolated, and so
will send a smooth range of data

The Apple-supplied tween components that ship with QuickTime 2.5 support the
following kinds of data:

• long and short integers and fixed-point numbers
• QuickDraw points and rectangles
• RGB colors
• QuickTime 3x3 matrices
• QuickTime 3D transforms, scales, rotations, matrices, quaternions, and cameras

PCI acceleration support
QuickTime now supports PCI hardware acceleration, including scaling, clipping and
color space (e.g. YUV to RGB) conversion.
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Multi-processor support
QuickTime codecs now support multi-processor systems. Cinepak compression on a
four-processor machine, for example, is over twice as fast as a single-processor machine.

Support for closed-captioning in the capture APIs
Traditional closed-captioning simply displays the accompanying text as an overlay
graphic to the video (and thus the captured movie) — closed-captioned text embedded in
the video is lost for any useful purpose other than viewing. QuickTime 2.5 has a new
sequence grabber channel available (along with video, sound, and music channels) that
allows closed-captioned text to be captured and embedded into a QuickTime Movie’s
Text track. This allows for fast searching and cataloging of stored media.

Enhanced text import/export descriptors
Editing text in movies is now easier. The import/export text components now work with
text descriptors and timeStamps. Text descriptors are just that — descriptions of the text
that follows. TimeStamps make it simple to do repeated export-edit-import tasks. The
timeStamp keeps track of the starting time and duration of the sample, thus keeping the
samples in sync with other media in the movie.

Better support for low data rate audio capture
The sequence grabber sound channel has been enhanced to allow sound to be captured at
any sample rate. This feature is important to network video conferencing solutions such
as Apple’s QuickTime Conferencing technology. The user interface in the sequence
grabber sound sample panel has been updated for this feature. If 8k is not present in the
sound input driver’s native rates, 8k is added to the rate pop-up.

• Sprite enhancements
-Graphics mode control
-Modifier track support

Support for naming, extracting and combining video fields
QuickTime 2.5 adds codec API extensions to support reliable video field extraction and
combining. Many hardware compression formats contain two fields of video data.
Examples of this include Radius VideoVision, Truevision Targa, among others. Many
video processing programs need to perform operations on the individual fields, such as
reversing them, or combining one field of a frame with a field from another frame. These
operations have in previous versions of QuickTime required decompressing each frame,
copying the appropriate fields, and then recompressing. QuickTime 2.5 for Macintosh
allows an application to request that the field operation be performed directly on the
compressed data resulting in better quality and greater performance.
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Enhanced alpha channel support
The Image Compression Manager component of QuickTime 2.5 for Macintosh now
understands how to blit images that contain an alpha channel. Alpha channels are only
supported for images with a 32-bit source pixel. Alpha channels in 16-bit source pixels
are not supported.

Clock component
A new Clock component now guarantees enhanced synchronization of video and sound,
and simplifies the problem of synchronizing these data types across the diverse array of
sound and video hardware configurations supported by QuickTime.

QuickTime Settings Control Panel

QuickTime 2.5’s new QuickTime Settings Control Panel
showing AutoPlay preferences
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QuickTime 2.5’s new QuickTime Settings Control Panel
showing Music playback preferences

CD AutoPlay for audio CDs
The AutoPlay feature enables multimedia developers to create CD-ROMs that
automatically start up when the disc is inserted. QuickTime’s AutoPlay capability makes
it even easier for consumers to use CD-ROM titles. For example a child can simply insert
a CD-ROM, and it will automatically launch into the title’s interface. QuickTime 2.5 for
Macintosh extends this feature to standard audio Compact Discs.
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How do I get it?

QuickTime is free, and you can get it right now from:

<http://www.quicktime.apple.com>

AOL users with Macs can go to the Desktop Video and Multimedia forum (keyword:
MMM ).
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How to Choose a Codec
(or, Umm...what’s a “codec”?)

A codec (pronounced “co-deck”) is a compressor/decompressor — codecs do most of the
hard work that allows QuickTime to do its magic4. Each codec uses a different method
for storing your original data.

They all have their strengths and weaknesses. Some are more appropriate for storing
video, and some are more appropriate for still images. Some are very slow at
compressing but decompress very fast5, and some do both at about the same rate. Some
of them compress video to one hundredth of its original size, and at least one of them
does no compression at all.

NOTE  Why compress video at all? Because it’s there — uncompressed NTSC video

will cost you approximately 27 MB/sec, which is more data than most systems can

handle.

Each codec takes advantage of different properties of an image to achieve their
compression, so the type of material being compressed significantly affects both how
much compression can be applied and how well the codec can reproduce that compressed
material.

The codecs that ship with QuickTime include:

QuickTime for
Macintosh 2.5

QuickTime for
Windows 2.1.1

QuickTime for
Windows 2.5

Animation  ✔ •  ✔

Cinepak  ✔ •  ✔

Component Video  ✔  ✔

Graphics  ✔ •  ✔

M-JPEG A  ✔  ✔

M-JPEG B  ✔  ✔

                                                
4 Even decompressors are called codecs. Besides, “decodec” brings to mind Herve Villechez pointing to the
sky, yelling, “Boss! Decodec! Decodec!”.
5 Codecs that compress much slower than they decompress are said to be “asychronous”
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None  ✔ •  ✔

Photo – JPEG  ✔ •  ✔

Video  ✔ •  ✔

Photo CD • • •
Intel Indeo • • •

A ✔ indicates a codec — you can read and write movies in this format. A • indicates a
decompressor only (which means that you won’t see them listed in any compression
dialog).

Others you may use or run across include:

• Intel Raw
• TrueMotion-S
• Radius Studio

None codec
Ideal source material Any

Supported bit depths All

Min/max size 1 × 1 / 320 × 240

Compression style None

Compression time Symmetrical (≈ 1:1)

Supports data rate limiting No

Supports lossless compression Yes

Supports lossless recompression Yes

The “None” codec does no compression at all. You can, however, use it to reduce image
storage requirements by converting an image from one pixel depth to another. (For
example, converting 32-bit movie data to 16-bit results in a 2:1 compression ratio.)

NOTE  When converting full-color data to indexed colors (256 colors or less) using

the None codec, the Quality setting affects how the codec does the conversion. If the

Quality setting is set to Most, you’ll get a dithered image. If the Quality setting is set

to Least, you’ll get a posterized image. The Animation codec has the same

quirk/feature.

The None codec can also convert a 32-bit image to 24-bit format (with no loss in quality)
by removing alpha channel information. Image quality can decrease when the pixel depth
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is reduced, but this technique is generally lossless when converting from a lower pixel
depth to a higher depth.6

TIP   In AppleSpeak, a color depth of 24-bits is known as “Millions” (which is also

known as “true color” in the PC world). “Millions+” is another way of referring to a

32-bit color depth, and specifies 24-bits of color data and an 8-bit grayscale alpha

channel. Got it? Good. (BTW, odds are that you’ll only use the Millions+ mode during

the production process.)

QuickTime often uses the None codec to extend the capabilities of other codecs. For
example, the Photo codec works directly with only 32-bit color images and 8-bit gray-
scale images. For color images, QuickTime uses the None codec to convert the pixel
depth of the original image to 32-bit color or to convert the 32-bit decompressed image to
another pixel depth for display.

Note that a None codec generated image may be larger than the corresponding image in
PICT format, because QuickDraw stores PICT images using a simple run-length encoded
compression format.

You’ll never want to actually deliver your QuickTime movies using the None codec —
the None codec isn’t even the best choice for storing a series of still images, since it
doesn’t even use the simple packing technique used by QuickDraw (use Animation at
Most quality instead).

SUMMARY    The None codec is best used for pre-conversion of animation content

(such as exported Director movies), original video captures, and archival storage.

Using the None codec this way enables you to apply a different compression approach

to your data at a future time. You can then take your None codec generated

QuickTime movies and “post-process” them using tools like Premiere.

Photo (JPEG) codec
Ideal source material Photographic still images (not computer generated)

Supported bit depths 24-bit color, 8-bit grayscale

Min/max size 16 × 16 / 320 × 240

Compression style Spatial only

Compression time Symmetrical (≈ 1:1)

                                                
6 Why do I hedge and use the word “generally”? Any conversions to Millions or Millions+ will be lossless.
However, when converting 8-bit source material to Thousands you can actually lose color resoultion. The
reason is that graphics in the 256 Color and Millions modes describe their colors using 8 bits of data for
each RGB component. In Thousands mode, colors are only described using 5 bits for each RGB component
— essentially, they’re “rounded off” (easily noticable in undithered gradients, etc.).
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Supports data rate limiting No

Supports lossless compression Yes

Supports lossless recompression Yes

The Photo codec (sometimes referred to as the “JPEG” codec) implements the Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG ISO version 9R9) algorithm for image compression.
The Photo codec performs best on images that vary smoothly or that don’t have lots
edges or other types of sharp detail, so you’ll get the best results with this codec by using
photographic images instead of color drawings or computer generated images.

Compression ratios are highly dependent on source images, but they generally range from
5:1 to 50:1 for 24-bit images, with decent image quality resulting from compression
ratios between 10:1 and 20:1. Picture quality is generally good enough for use in desktop
publishing applications. The Photo codec is great for compressing high-resolution,
photographic images, and is also very good for 8-bit grayscale images.

TIP   If you are delivering a CD-ROM based title which will require a Quadra class

system (or faster) to run, you can use Photo-compressed QuickTime Movies to store

your 24-bit backgrounds to increase performance. (If you use a slower Macintosh

computer, the time require to decompress the JPEG image will be greater than the time

saved loading the smaller file from your CD-ROM.)

SUMMARY    The Photo codec is generally the best codec for still images, particularly

scanned 24-bit color or 8-bit gray scale images. You can choose a variable amount of

lossiness for the image you compress, trading off quality for better compression ratios.

The Photo codec is also very useful for archiving video because it maintains a very

good level of quality while providing very high compression. If you need the best-

possible archival image quality, then you should use the None codec (or the

Animation codec at Most quality) for this purpose.

Animation codec
Ideal source material Computer-generated (synthetic) animations

Supported bit depths All

Min/max size 1 × 1 / 320 × 240

Compression style Spatial + temporal

Compression time Somewhat asymmetrical (≈ 3:1)

Supports data rate limiting No

Supports lossless compression Yes (at Most quality)

Supports lossless recompression Yes
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The Animation codec uses a compression algorithm which is best for animation (surprise,
surprise!) and computer-generated video content. The Animation codec is also great for
sequences of screen images, such as those captured by utilities such as CameraMan and
Spectator.

The Animation codec stores images in a run-length encoded format and can work in
either a lossy or a lossless (when used at “Most” quality) mode. The Animation codec’s
performance and compression ratios are highly dependent on the images being
compressed. The Animation codec is very sensitive to picture changes and generally
works best on images that have been generated synthetically. Images captured from
videotape generally have visual noise which can corrupt the inherent similarity of the
pixels and make it more difficult for the Animation codec to achieve good compression.

SUMMARY    The Animation codec, unlike the Graphics codec (discussed next),

works with all bit depths. It also provides substantially faster decompression than the

Graphics codec at the expense of reduced compression ratios.  However, in some cases

you may find that the Graphics codec is better for your CD-ROM applications, so

experiment first. Often, even though the Animation codec is faster at decompression,

the time saved accessing the smaller files created by the Graphics codec will make the

Graphics codec the winner.

Graphics codec

Ideal source material Computer generated animation, some video

Supported bit depths 8-bit color/grayscale

Min/max size 1 × 1 / 320 × 240

Compression style Spatial + temporal

Compression time Asymmetrical (≈ 16:1)

Supports data rate limiting No

Supports lossless compression Yes (at Most quality)

Supports lossless recompression Yes

The Graphics codec is a good alternative to the Animation codec whenever performance
is less important than the compression ratio (i.e. the compression ratio is more valuable
than the decompression speed).

Typically, the Graphics codec generates a compressed image that is a little less than one
half of the size of the same image compressed by the Animation codec. However, the
Graphics codec can decompress the image at only half the speed of the Animation codec.
Therefore, you should consider using the Graphics codec mainly with slower storage
devices (like CD-ROMs) or across networks (like the Web, where Graphics is a much
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better option than animated GIFs). In these circumstances, the Graphics codec has
sufficient time to decompress the image or image sequence.

SUMMARY    The Graphics codec provides higher compression ratios than the

Animation codec at the expense of slower decompression time

The Graphics codec is also good for use with video captured at 16 or 24 bits and dithered
down to 8 bits.

TIP   You may want to consider adding a custom palette to a QuickTime movie

compressed with the Graphics codec. Playback applications which support custom

palettes in QuickTime movies will use it to improve the movie’s playback quality in 8-

bit video environments.

[Add section to describe doing this with DeBab, etc. — ed]

Apple Video codec

Ideal source material Video

Supported bit depths 16-bit color

Min/max size 4 × 4 / 320 × 240

Compression style Spatial + temporal

Compression time Asymmetrical (≈ 7:1)

Supports data rate limiting No

Supports lossless recompression No

The Apple Video codec (affectionately code-named “Road Pizza” during its
development) was created to deliver fast decompression of video content while
maintaining decent picture quality. It compresses video in a fraction of the time that
Cinepak does, so it’s good for testing edits. The Apple Video codec is best suited to
digitized video content rather than synthetically generated images. This codec supports
both spatial and temporal compression. If you use only spatial compression, you may
obtain compression ratios from 5:1 to 8:1 with reasonably good quality at 16-bit pixel
depths. If you use both spatial and temporal compression, the compression ratio range
extends from 5:1 to 25:1. [Test this. — ed]

You could use this codec to deliver cross-platform QuickTime Movies, but you probably
won’t.
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Cinepak codec

Ideal source material Video

Supported bit depths 24-bit color, grayscale

Min/max size 1 × 1 / 320 × 2407

Compression style Spatial + temporal

Compression time Highly asymmetrical (≈ 192:1)

Supports data rate limiting Yes

Supports lossless recompression No

Best suited to compressing 16-bit and 24-bit video sequences, Cinepak is undoubtedly the
most popular QuickTime codec. The Cinepak codec is highly asymmetrical — in other
words, it takes significantly longer to compress a frame than it does to decompress it.
Compressing a 24-bit 640 × 480 image can take over 150 times longer than decom-
pressing it.

The main reason to use the Cinepak codec is because it obtains higher compression
ratios, better image quality and faster playback speeds than the Apple Video codec. The
Cinepak codec can also constrain data rates to user-definable levels for playback from
CD-ROM.

To get the best quality result using the Cinepak codec your data should be the cleanest
uncompressed captured video source you can obtain. If you try to use lossy compressed
data (such as movies previously compressed using the Apple Video codec) your results
will be quite poor.

Summary   You can use the Cinepak codec to create video content QuickTime movies
from 80 × 60 to full screen in size. This codec is optimized for 16- and 24-bit video
content and for CD-ROM based playback. Note that Cinepak dithers video automatically
for 8-bit displays.

SUMMARY    Until software or hardware-assisted MPEG-1 video becomes the norm,

you’ll probably use Cinepak for almost all of your QuickTime video delivery — ’nuff

said.

Component Video codec

Ideal source material Video

                                                
7 Keep the size of your movie a multiple of 4 (horizontally and vertically). Anything else will work, but
may not have optimal performance.
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Supported bit depths 24-bit color

Min/max size 2 × 1 / 320 × 240

Compression style Spatial only

Compression time Symmetrical (≈ 1:1)

Supports data rate limiting No

Supports lossless compression No

Supports lossless recompression No

The Component Video codec (also referred to as the “YUV” codec) was introduced in
QuickTime 1.6. It is best suited to archival or interim storage of digitized video.

If you use another compressor first (Apple Video or Cinepak) before editing, you will
have to compress again (with Apple Video or Cinepak). Compressing, decompressing
and re-compressing a movie in this manner will create poor results. Using the Component
Video codec as an interim storage format for editing helps eliminate this degradation
problem.

However, the Component Video codec’s compression ratio is only 2:1. Although much
better than the complete lack of compression provided by the None codec, the
Component Video codec will still require substantial disk space to store captured video.

Some video digitizing hardware — such as the digitizer in the 660AV and 840AV —
generate Component Video data directly, so asking QuickTime to record in Component
Video bypasses a couple of steps during digitization (since it doesn’t have to compress
the video). This can improve the capture frame rate on some digitizing hardware.

SUMMARY    You should use the YUV codec when image quality is more important

than compression ratio or real-time playback. It is optimally used for archiving or

editing video. For example, you can digitize video with the Component Video codec,

do all your editing in Premiere or another QuickTime editing tools, and then compress

the final production movie using the Cinepak or another codec for delivery.

Photo CD decompressor
The Photo CD decompressor lets you open Photo CD files in any application that can
open PICT files — an excellent way of acquiring high-quality photographic images.

Intel Indeo 3.2

Ideal source material Video

Supported bit depths 24-bit color
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Min/max size 8 × 4 / 320 × 2408

Compression style Spatial + temporal

Compression time Somewhat asymmetrical (≈ ?:?)

Supports data rate limiting Yes

Supports lossless compression No

Supports lossless recompression No

Out of the codecs that ship with QuickTime, the Indeo codec is most similar to Cinepak.
It takes about a third less time to compress video than Cinepak, but uses more processor
time than Cinepak on playback. In general, Cinepak seems to do a better job on most
types of digitized video.

Indeo seems to be superior (in terms of quality and image compression) to Cinepak when
compressing “talking head” type video, where most of the background image is static.
However, Indeo requires more processor cycles on playback to achieve this quality, and
therefore doesn’t “scale down” to slower computers as well as Cinepak.

You can get the Indeo codec from AppleLink or by FTP (see QUICKTIME RESOURCES:

ONLINE).

Included in their latest releases is the Intel Raw codec, which can decode video files
captured with the Intel Smart Video Recorder that operates under Windows. QuickTime
movie files can be compressed into this format as well.

The recommended key frame interval for Indeo is 4, regardless of the frame rate. As with
the Cinepak codec, data rate and quality settings are mutually exclusive — you can
choose either a certain quality setting or set a data rate limit, not both.

For playback on QTW, Intel strongly recommends attaching the Indeo video palette to the
movie — it improves 8-bit video quality and playback performance (the Indeo palette is
included with the codec release).

Indeo Technology Support is available through:

• the USENET newsgroup comp.multimedia
• Internet email (gweil@ibeam.intel.com)
• CompuServe forums (go intel)
• AppleLink (Indeo.Sup)
• the telephone (800/628-8686, 1-3-1 speed prompts).

                                                
8 One of Indeo 3.2’s arbitrary limitations is that the width must be larger than the height. This peculiarity
should be banished in Indeo 4.
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Intel Indeo Video Interactive

Ideal source material Video

Supported bit depths 24-bit color

Min/max size 32 × 32 / 8192 × 8192

Compression style Spatial + temporal (bi-directional prediction)

Compression time Somewhat asymmetrical (≈ ?:?)

Supports data rate limiting Yes

Supports lossless compression No

Supports lossless recompression No

Out of the codecs that ship with QuickTime 2.0, the Indeo codec is most similar to the
Cinepak codec. It takes about a third less time to compress video than Cinepak, but uses
more processor time than Cinepak on playback. In general, Cinepak seems to do a better
job on most digitized video.

Other Codecs
Radius Studio

Ideal source material Video

Supported bit depths 24-bit color

Min/max size 16 × 8 / 640 × 480

Compression style Spatial only

Compression time Somewhat asymmetrical (≈ 3.5:1)

Supports data rate limiting Yes

Supports lossless compression No

Supports lossless recompression Yes

Radius Studio is the QuickTime codec that works with their VideoVision Studio and
VideoVision Telecast hardware. The Radius site <http://www.radius.com> has a
software codec called SoftStudio that will let you decode Radius M-JPEG files without
having their hardware installed.
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Codec Theory: Speed vs. Quality
Essentially there are two main factors involved in deciding which codec to use with your
QuickTime destined data — the speed of the codecs’ compression algorithms and the
reproduction quality of the images which are compressed.

Algorithm Speed
Codecs contain both compression and decompression algorithms. Fast compression
increases the speed with which QuickTime movies can be created. Fast decompression
increases the speed with which the user can display and manipulate QuickTime movies.

The faster that both operations can be performed, the better, but usually faster
decompression is most important, particularly in CD-ROM or network based delivery
applications. Compression and decompression times are often not equal given the same
data stream. Codecs which provide higher compression ratios tend to require substantially
more time to perform compression than decompression.

Codec algorithm performance depends mainly on:

• the complexity of the compression algorithm
• the efficiency of the software or hardware implementation of the algorithm
• the speed of the utilized processor or ancillary hardware

Image Quality
Image quality describes the fidelity with which a compression algorithm recreates the
original image. Compression algorithms can be characterized as being either lossy or
lossless. Lossless algorithms preserve all of the original data and are generally preferred,
particularly for still images. Lossy algorithms do not preserve the data exactly; losing
some image data which cannot be recovered after compression. Most lossy algorithms try
to compress the data as much as possible, without decreasing the image quality in a
noticeable way. These algorithms are more acceptable in situations where motion is
employed in the image data, making it more difficult for the viewer to notice missing
image data. Some algorithms (such as the Photo codec’s) may be either lossy or lossless,
depending upon the quality level desired by the user.
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Other QuickTime
Compression Options

QuickTime applications which allow you to create QuickTime Movies will display a
standard image compression dialog which contains a standard set of controls. These
controls are important and can have substantial effect on the results achieved with the
selected codecs. Let’s explore these in more detail.

Quality setting(s)
Spatial quality
Spatial compression is the process of compressing a frame by itself (which is the only
form of compression applicable to still images). Spatial compression eliminates
redundant information within each frame in a sequence. A good example of this type of
compression is JPEG, where it’s easy to see the tradeoff between an image quality and its
size. In QuickTime, keyframes are spatially compressed.

QuickTime’s Quality control affects the spatial quality of the compressed image
sequence, which influences the amount of spatial compression that can be achieved.

Normally, you should leave this control’s setting at Medium (unless the resulting image
quality is insufficient, in which case you may want to try between Medium and High).
Note that higher settings quickly increase the data rate of the movie while increasing the
quality of the individual frames. Some codecs (such as the Animation codec) will provide
a lossless compression when you set the spatial compression quality to Most.

NOTE   Codecs that allow you to limit the movie’s data rate (e.g. Cinepak)

dynamically adjust the movie’s Spatial and Temporal quality in order to maintain the

data rate you’ve specified. In cases where you are limiting the movie’s data rate,

you’ll normally just leave the Quality setting at Medium.
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Temporal Quality
Temporal compression only applies to sequences of images (i.e. video). This type of
compression takes advantage of the fact that a given frame often has a lot in common
with the frame before it — therefore, a codec only needs to store the changes since the
previous frame. In QuickTime, difference frames (all frames that aren’t key frames) are
temporally compressed.

QuickTime’s Temporal Quality slider affects the temporal quality of the compressed
image, which influences the amount of temporal compression that can be achieved. In
other words, the Temporal quality slider lets you adjust the quality of the difference
frames.

NOTE   Not all codecs support temporal compression. You won’t be able to access

the Temporal Quality slider if a codec doesn’t support temporal compression.

Temporal compression eliminates redundant information between frames in an image
sequence. The standard image compression dialog will only display the Spatial Quality
(sometimes just shown as “Quality”) slider control.

TIP   You can access the Temporal Quality slider by holding down the Option key

while your cursor is over the slider.

If you select Key Frames for your image sequence, then the Spatial Quality slider will
control both spatial and temporal quality. Note that the Temporal Quality setting may be
adjusted automatically by the codec that has been selected so that it corresponds to a
value that the codec supports. As with the Spatial Quality setting, some codecs (notably,
Animation) will support a lossless temporal compression when the setting is placed at
Most.

You should leave this control’s setting at Medium unless there is a lot of motion frame to
frame in your image sequence — in which case you should then try placing the setting
between Medium and Low to decrease the bandwidth needed to playback the compressed
sequence. (Of course, doing so will also increase the number of artifacts and
“blockiness”.)
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Key Frames setting
Key frames are complete, standalone frames of video. The frames between key frames
are called difference frames, and just store the video info that has changed since the
frame previous. Cinepak normally works well with a key frame every four frames — you
may be able to get away with less (or need more) depending on the movement
characteristics of your video.

If you don’t specify a key frames setting, then the codec will automatically insert key
frames when it needs them.

The Key Frames setting controls the frequency at which key frames are inserted into the
compressed image sequence. Key frames provide points from which a temporally
compressed sequence may be decompressed. When using only Spatial compression, you
can consider every frame a key frame, so you don’t need to specify any key frame setting.
If you are using Temporal compression, you must specify a key frame setting, otherwise
you will not have the ability to randomly access any part of the image sequence or play it
in reverse. Additionally, you will have trouble playing the sequence from a CD-ROM or
over a network.

At higher frequencies, your movie will have less bandwidth-chomping keyframes.
However, lower settings (more frequent key frames) will increase your ability to
randomly access contents of a QuickTime movie and improve reverse playability. Also
remember that keyframes are the key to enabling QuickTime to keep video and audio
synchronized during playback, particularly if it has to skip video frames.

TIP   When using video content with the Cinepak codec, you should try a setting from

4 to 15. When using image or animation content, you can try settings from 30 to 150.

Natural Key Frames vs. Forced Key Frames
Natural key frames are simply defined as the first frame of a cut in the video or image
sequence. Forced key frames are frames which are designated as key frames artificially
(by a codec like Cinepak, or an application such as MovieShop) in order to enable
smoother playback and random access to a movie’s contents. Note that QuickTime itself
may create a forced key frame when it detects a 90 or more percent difference between
the current frame and the previous frame. This automatic keyframing will not typically
affect performance unless this situation occurs frequently in a given image sequence.

Frame Rate setting
This controls the number of frames per second in the image sequence to be compressed.
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TIP   Your frame rate should be a sub-multiple of the source frame rate — if you

digitize NTSC at 30 fps, you should use 30, 15, or 10. If you digitize PAL at 25 fps,

you should use 25, 12.5 or 6.25. If you don’t do this, your videos will probably look

pretty crufty.

You need to decide the frame rate you desire on a case by case basis. This may take
substantial experimentation because a successful selection is dependent on many factors.

Data Rate setting
A Movie’s data rate is the amount of data required at a specific moment in time to play a
QuickTime movie. Users of QuickTime commonly refer to data rate in terms of the
kilobytes per second transferred.

The primary limit to a movie’s data rate is the storage device from which the movie is
being played. The performance of the playback device also limits your maximum data
rate. Standard single-speed CD-ROM drives support a maximum data rate of 150 kBps9.
But don’t think that your QuickTime movies will always playback at that speed — there
are a number of other things that occur while your QuickTime movie is being played
besides simply transferring the data from the CD-ROM. For example, time is needed to
seek to the location of the data on the CD, decompress the video data using the
corresponding decompressor, play the sound data, copy the image data to the display and
for general overhead to manage the QuickTime frames and tracks.

As a result, you may only get about 90–120 kBps of sustained data rate (compared to the
theoretical maximum of 150 kBps) from a CD-ROM on a base level multimedia
Macintosh, such as the LC III. Fortunately, double-, triple- and quad-speed CD-ROM
drives have been developed. These drives provide higher data transfer rates — up to
theoretical maximums of 300, 450 and 600 kBps.

However, even as faster CD-ROM drives are becoming more commonplace in the market,
multimedia producers need to deal with the reality of what today’s user has access to.
And that means planning carefully to squeeze maximum performance out of a double-
speed drive’s data rate.

TIP   If you are designing QuickTime movies for playback from hard disk drives, then

you can plan for a sustained data rate of at least 300 kBps. If you are planning to use a

68040 based system or faster with a fast hard drive, you can plan for 600–800 kBps

sustained data rate.

                                                
9 Kilobytes per second. By comparison, hard drives fast enough to do SuperVHS-quality video may need to
transfer data at over 4 megabytes (MB) per second.
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Movie Cleaner Pro
Terran Interactive’s <http://www.terran-int.com> Movie Cleaner Pro is a superb
application for compressing QuickTime Movies.

If you like, MCP (ooh! I just had a Tron flashback…) has an expert system that will help
you choose the correct video and audio compression settings for your source material.

Other cool MCP features include drag and drop batch processing, settings groups you can
name and save, the ability to suspend and resume compression (invaluable when you just
have to play that new Marathon level right now), before/after previews, high-quality
rescaling

Movie Cleaner Pro’s “Easy Settings” dialog, about to lead a user through its expert system.

Movie Cleaner Pro’s “Advanced Setting” dialog, showing the current compression settings.

You can download a shareware version of Movie Cleaner, Movie Cleaner Lite, from
Terran Interactive’s web site.
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Typical Cinepak
Compression Settings

Following is a list of typical Cinepak compression settings for playback off of CD-ROM
readers.

CD-ROM readers with asynchronous SCSI drivers (such as Apple’s) can achieve a data
rate much closer to the drive’s theoretical data rate (e.g. a rate very near 300 kBps on an
Apple 2× drive).

Also, don’t be afraid to try “industrial spying”. Use movie analysis tools to analyze
movies which impress you.

What is the bandwidth of one hand clapping?
The Cinepak compression guidelines below include the bandwidth required for audio.
Use this table to calculate your actual data rate limit when compressing your video.

8-bit 11.025 kHz mono ≈ 11 kBps
8-bit 11.025 kHz stereo ≈ 22 kBps
8-bit 22.05 kHz mono ≈ 22 kBps
8-bit 22.05 kHz stereo ≈ 44 kBps
16-bit 22.05 kHz mono ≈ 44 kBps (only 11 kBps with IMA  4:1)
16-bit 22.05 kHz stereo ≈ 44 kBps (only 22 kBps with IMA  4:1)
16-bit 44.1 kHz mono ≈ 88 kBps (only 22 kBps with IMA  4:1)
16-bit 44.1 kHz stereo ≈ 176 kBps (only 44 kBps with IMA  4:1)
IMA  4:1 22.05 kHz mono ≈ 11 kBps
IMA  4:1 22.05 kHz stereo ≈ 22 kBps
IMA  4:1 44.1 kHz mono ≈ 22 kBps
IMA  4:1 44.1 kHz stereo ≈ 44 kBps

CD-ROM, 1x
Color-depth: Millions
Frame size: 240 × 180
Frame rate: 10–15 fps (depending on the action in the movie)

Audio: 22.05 kHz, 8-bit, mono
(11.025 kHz may be acceptable with speech)

Data rate: Less than 150 kBps — 90-100 kBps is typical
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CD-ROM, 2x
Color-depth: Millions
Frame size: 320 × 240
Frame rate: 15–30 fps (depending on the action in the movie)

Audio: 22.05 kHz, 8-bit, mono or stereo
Data rate: Less than 300 kBps — 200-225 kBps is typical

CD-ROM, 4x
Color-depth: Millions
Frame size: 320 × 240
Frame rate: 30 fps (depending on the action in the movie)

Audio: 44.1 kHz, 16-bit, mono or stereo
(Note that with a 4x CD-ROM reader, full CD-quality audio needs
about a third of the drive’s bandwidth — half that in mono!)

Data rate: Less than 600 kBps — 500 kBps is typical
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Tips for Better Movies
Garbage in, garbage out…

Start with the highest quality source material possible
This is the most important thing you can do. It’s hard to over-emphasize how much better
you can compress a clean, straight-from-BetaSP video source than a straight-from-VHS
dub. This advice applies whether you’re using a VideoVision Telecast or the video input
of a PowerMac 8500.

Dropouts and digital noise will case more temporal compression deltas, which results in
poorer compression ratios (and a worse-quality movie). Digital noise will also make blue-
screening projects much more difficult.

Use digital-video-friendly source material
Source material with moving grass and other background movement will cause more
temporal compression deltas, so if possible you should avoid that kind of stuff. Also,
patterns (such as tapestries with a geometric pattern) will cause all kinds of distortions.

Turn off all unnecessary extensions
Use Apple’s Extensions Manager (which comes with System 7.5) or another extensions
manager (i.e. Now Utilities’ Now Startup Manager) to create a “Video” set.

The extensions you’ll need will include…

• QuickTime™

• QuickTime™ Musical Instruments
• QuickTime™ PowerPlug
• Sound Manager

…and whatever extensions your video hardware needs to operate.

Turn off (or disable) AppleTalk
It’s a CPU cycle eater, especially on a LocalTalk network. Often, video capture
applications (such as Premiere 4.×) will remind you to shut off AppleTalk before
capturing video.
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Stuff your orifices
Sounds crude, but otherwise your Mac performs routine checks for removable media.
Stick a disk in your floppy drive, a disc in your CD-ROM drive, and a disk in your nifty
new Jaz drive. (Better yet, use the floppy trick but disable the drivers for your other
media.)
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Sound Advice

Sound formats
QuickTime supports many file formats (either natively or through a QuickTime import
component), including IMA  4:1, AIFF, WAV, µLaw, Macintosh SND  , and MACE 3:1
(now obsolete).

QuickTime Sound tracks
Well, needless to say, this section needs lots of work. I’ll probably put in recording hints,
downsampling advice, etc.

So send me stuff, already!  :)

For downsampling CD-quality sound to 22.05/11.025 kHz, 8-bit mono, I’ve used
SoundEdit 16, Adobe Premiere (with the downsampling filter hidden in an “Extra
Goodies” folder) and SoundHack (see QUICKTIME RESOURCES: SOFTWARE). (I haven’t
gotten great results from any of these, although I’m now of the opinion that SoundEdit
16’s name should be changed to SoundHack for a different reason.)

For the ultimate in downsampling, you’ll need the L1 Ultramaximizer  from Waves (see
QUICKTIME RESOURCES: SOFTWARE). It’s a plug-in for Digidesign Sound Designer II and
Adobe Premiere, and costs several hundred dollars (i.e. I can’t afford it, but I’d
shamelessly promote it in the FAQ if they give me a copy). It uses a combination of
sophisticated compression/peak-limiting and audio dithering/noise-shaping (probably
analogous to Sony’s acclaimed “20-bit mastering” system) to create 8-bit audio with an
apparent resolution (so they say) of 11-bits. Needless to say, you’ll probably want some
audio digitization hardware that surpasses the quality of the Mac’s built in digitizer.

TIP   For best playback on Windows systems, keep the sampling rate at either 22.05

kHz or 11.025 kHz (both sub-multiples of 44.1 kHz) — some Windows sound cards

have problems with other rates (such as the popular-on-the-Mac rate of 22.225 kHz).

For now, you’ll also probably want to stick to 8-bit mono on cross-platform movies.
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QuickTime Music tracks
You can easily convert General MIDI  tracks from standard MIDI  files to QuickTime
Music tracks using MoviePlayer.

If you’re using a Mac but the MIDI  file came from another system, you’ll have to assign
the correct Mac Type and Creator codes to them first. The easiest way to do this is with
MIDI  Typer, a drag’n’drop utility that does it for you. (Check out QUICKTIME RESOURCES:

ONLINE for more info.)

QuickTime and MIDI

Q So, QuickTime now supports MIDI  tracks?

A Sorta. Actually, QuickTime supports Music tracks. Music tracks are conceptually
a lot like MIDI  data — both store bandwidth-friendly musical “events” rather than
digitized audio. QuickTime has an import component that allows you to translate
standard MIDI  files to QuickTime Music tracks.
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Q I’ve heard that QuickTime 2.0 can play “MIDI ” files — what’s a MIDI  file?

A “MIDI ” stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface, a standard designed to
allow electronic musical instruments (like keyboards, drum machines) to
communicate with each other.

Through MIDI , instruments can communicate when each note begins and ends,
how strong that note is (its velocity) when it starts and stops, and which note it is.
(The note number translates to a pitch for pitched instruments, and a specific
sound for drums machines and samplers.) It also can store control information
like pitch-bend, volume changes, and more. Program changes control which
instrument is used.

The MIDI  standard specifies 16 “channels” that operate independently of each
other — each channel can be used to play a different instrument. (Note that many
“tone generators” — keyboards, sound modules, etc. — are multi-timbral, which
means that they can respond to several MIDI  channels at once.)

There is a standard set of instrument assignments called “General MIDI ”, and a
standard file format for MIDI  information called a “Standard MIDI  File”.
QuickTime can import General MIDI  data stored in a Standard MIDI  File into a
QuickTime Music track.

Since MIDI only stores descriptions of musical events (as opposed to digital
audio, which stores thousands of samples per second), MIDI files are much more
compact than digital audio files.

For more info, check out the Internet newsgroups rec.music.makers.synth
and alt.binaries.sounds.midi.

Q How I can convert a MIDI file into a QuickTime Music track?

A Either open the MIDI file from any program that can play QuickTime movies,
such as MoviePlayer or SimpleText, or just drag’n’drop the file's icon onto a
QuickTime-player's icon.

After you’ve selected a file in the open dialog, select "Convert...". In both
cases, a "Save" dialog box will appear; and you must select "Options" before
continuing. It will show the instruments assigned to the MIDI  channels, out of the
set specified in the General MIDI  standard. If one wants to change any of the
assignments, simply select it and press the "Instruments..." button. A dialog box
will come up showing several families of instruments, and clicking on any one of
them will create a pop-up menu of the family members.
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Q MoviePlayer won’t let me open the MIDI  file I want to convert. What now?

A Mac MIDI  files must have a file type of Midi. You can alter a file’s file type by
using FileTyper, Snitch, or ResEdit.

Q How can I convert a QuickTime Music track into a Standard MIDI  File?

A QuickTime 2.5 now has a way to export Music tracks as Standard MIDI  files, and
you can do it with MoviePlayer and other tools that use QuickTime’s export
features.

Q If I don’t like the instrument choices, how can I change them?

A When opening the Standard MIDI  File in a QuickTime-savvy app, click the
Options… button. You can then change instrument assignments using the
Instruments… button. You can change them after-the-fact with various movie
players (including Movie Player and QuickMovie).

There’s not yet a way to supplant the excellent Roland instruments built into
QuickTime with your own instrument samples or sound-synthesis routines. It
certainly is possible, so I expect to see a solution to this problem within a few
months (followed shortly, hopefully, with a MOD-to-QuickTime converter).

Q How can I compose a MIDI  file?

A There are a number of sequencer programs (like Opcode’s excellent, inexpensive
Musicshop) which you can use for that. One either edits the info in the file, or one
records it from outside, or any combination of the two. If one attaches a MIDI
interface to the modem or printer ports, one can "play" a tune into the sequencer
with a MIDI keyboard or other such instrument. However, translating music from
a sound file into a MIDI file is a much more difficult problem.

With a sequencer program, one can, of course, play those outside instruments
from one's Mac. However, I do not know of any QuickTime viewers that can
perform this instrument playing.

Q What's that extension "QuickTime Musical Instruments"?

A That's the file that contains all the sound files and other info for creating the
instrument sounds. It must be present in the Extensions folder when trying to
make MIDI music with QuickTime.

Q What does choosing “Best Synthesizer” vs. “Macintosh Built-In” do, and why
are some of the instrument names italicized?

A QuickTime can be configured to use external synths if they’re available. For
example, the menu might list (along with Macintosh Built-In and Best
Synthesizer) Yamaha DX-100, Alesis Quadrasynth, and whatever other synthesis
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devices you have available. I suppose that Best Synthesizer would somehow
choose the highest-quality synthesis devices to use.

The problem is that you can only use a utility called “Music Configuration” to
do this, and that only comes on the QuickTime 2.0 SDK CD. Hopefully this will
be better supported by Apple in the future.

When instrument names are in italics, it means that they’re not really available.
For example, if you select Viola, you’ll get Violin. If you select SynthVox from
the Ensemble group, you’re really hearing Warm from the Synth Pad group.

QuickTime and the Opcode Music System (OMS)
In QuickTime 2.5, the QuickTime Settings Control Panel makes it easy to Opcode’s OMS
as an output device — OMS will then route data from QuickTime Music tracks to the
proper devices.

QuickTime 2.5’s new QuickTime Settings Control Panel
showing Opcode’s OMS as one of QuickTime’s output devices for Music tracks

Sound questions (iffy answers)

Q I heard that I can read in audio directly from my CD by using QuickTime.
How do I do this?

A It’s easy if you have an Apple CD-ROM reader. Using MoviePlayer, just open the
CD track you want to convert. Be sure to click the “Options…” button to set the
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resolution, sampling rate and section of the track you want converted.10 If you
have a third-party CD-ROM reader, Optical Media International’s Disc-to-Disk
will let you do the same thing.

                                                
10 BTW, the jury’s still out on whether this is a direct digital conversion, or (more likely) a digital to analog
to digital conversion. Either way, Disc-to-Disk will (reportedly) do a direct digital conversion.
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Cross Platform Shoes

Converting movies
Macintosh
To convert AVI  movies to QuickTime (or vice versa), you’ll want to get a copy of
Microsoft’s Video for Windows Converter.

<ftp://ftp.microsoft.com/developr/drg/Multimedia/VfW11-Mac/vfw11.sit>

You can also get it from Microsoft’s WINMM  CompuServe forum (qtavi.sit), from the
book Desktop Video Studio (see QUICKTIME RESOURCES: PRINT), and from Microsoft’s free
VFW Jumpstart CD (if you don’t mind waiting six weeks) — send email to
<mailto:mmdinfo@microsoft.com>.

Windows
For PC users that want to convert digital video files between QuickTime and AVI
formats, Intel has a converter called SmartVid that runs under Windows (for ease of use)
and DOS (for easy batch processing).

<ftp://ftp.intel.com/pub/IAL/multimedia/smartv.exe>
<http://www.intel.com/pc-supp/multimed/indeo/smartvid.htm>

Another Windows-based QuickTime/AVI  converter is TRMOOV.EXE, created by The
San Francisco Canyon Company.

<http:/www.sfcanton.com/>

This utility is also available on the CD-ROM included with the book How to Digitize
Video (see QUICKTIME RESOURCES: PRINT), and as a sample application with The Canyon
Movie Toolkit, a C++ class library for developers working with desktop video. (Both of
these products may be ordered from Canyon directly at 415.398.9957.)

Adobe’s Premiere for Windows will also allow you to convert between AVI  and
QuickTime formats.
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Pippin: Mighty Morphin’ PowerMac
The Pippin, for those of you who haven’t heard of the beast, is basically a Mac-in-the-
Box which Apple will license to other companies — the first licensee is Bandai Co. Ltd.,
a leading manufacturer of entertainment products (including the Power Rangers). It’s
based on a PowerPC 604 on a PCI bus, has 640 × 480 (thousands of colors) NTSC, RGB
and PAL output, has 6 MB of RAM, dual stereo input/output with CD-quality audio, an
ADB port for external devices (mouse, keyboard, etc.), a 4× CD-ROM reader, and some
non-volatile RAM for saving and restoring games. You should be able to buy the Pippin
for about $500 (50,000¥ in Japan).

Apple expects other manufacturers from the consumer electronics, toy, computer,
publishing, telephone network and cable TV industries to create their own versions of
Pippin tailored for their specific markets and channels.

Besides following the usual guidelines for CD-ROM playback, developers won’t need to
do anything special to prep QuickTime movies for Pippin.

QuickTime vs. Video for Windows
In summary, QuickTime provides for more synchronized media types — video (including
MPEG), sound, music/MIDI , and text (with more to come). QuickTime’s architecture was
designed for the synchronization of time-based data, while VFW hopes that the video and
sound frames sync together — instead of synching to a common clock, video plays at its
own clock rate and sound is clocked to its sample rate.

The gangly VFW architecture also means that a silent VFW file must include a “silent”
(null) sound in order to play correctly — kludgy, and (more importantly) a waste of
bandwidth.

QuickTime and Video for Windows: Can’t we all just get
along?
The Microsoft Video 1 codec used in Video for Windows is also available for QuickTime
(check the Info-Mac archives). This allows you to directly read VFW files using
QuickTime.
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Cross Platform Q&A
Q How can I get a Mac to recognize and play a “.mov” file?

A You don’t have to do any file conversion, but you need to set the file’s Type and
Creator (the Mac uses these four-letter codes to associate files with their
applications).

If you have System 7.5 or greater, you can set up the PC Exchange Control
Panel to automatically associate “.mov” files with MoviePlayer.

Otherwise, you can use any utility that lets you set file type/creator codes to set
the file’s type to “MooV” and the creator to your favorite movie-playing
application (“TVOD” for Apple’s MoviePlayer). Favorites are FileTyper, Snitch
and ResEdit.
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Broadcast-Quality
QuickTime

Do it yourself
RAID software
Remus’ Remus Limited ($200) does striping, which is all the RAID capability you need
for video work.

This section will contain information related to using QuickTime in a broadcast-quality
(or, more likely, near-broadcast-quality) editing environment. This includes information
on Radius’ VideoVision Studio, high-end hard drives, and SCSI accelerator cards. Some
of the players are…

FWB
• FWB hardware, including their SCSI JackHammer Fast/Wide SCSI-2 card and

SledgeHammer 4100. FWB systems seem to be generally regarded as a solid, if
not stellar, performer.

ATTO
• ATTO hardware, including their SiliconExpress IV Fast/Wide SCSI-2 interface

card (which has a street price of about $1,000). Earlier versions of the ATTO cards
were considered flaky. At this point (with a firmware revision of 1.4 and a board
PAL version of V9) ATTO cards seem to be regarded as a good choice.

Seagate
• The Seagate ST12450W drive, which, with a Fast/Wide SCSI-2 accelerator card,

can provide the 4 to 4.5 Mbps data-transfer rate needed for high-end video work.
The drive is similar to their “Barracuda” drive, but with dual read/write heads.

Trillium
• Make software that supports RAID arrays.
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MPEG: Another Pea in
QuickTime’s Pod

Converting an MPEG bitstream to a QuickTime Movie
If you have MPEG playback hardware…
If you have MPEG playback hardware, QuickTime can convert standard MPEG bitstream
files to QuickTime MPEG movies.

Here’s list of requirements that MPEG bitstream files must meet in order for QuickTime
to convert them:

• QuickTime must be able to recognize the file. For this to happen, one of two
conditions must be satisfied — either the file must be of type TEXT and have a file
name with a suffix of .mpg, or the file must be of type TEXT and reside on a CD-
ROM.

• The file must contain an unbroken, legal, byte-aligned MPEG-1 systems bitstream.
• The bitstream must begin within the first few kilobytes of the file, and must begin

with a video packet.
• The first video packet must begin with a sequence header, which must not change

within that bitstream.
• The bitstream must extend to the end of the file.

NOTE   If the files have been created for Sigma’s ReelMagic board, they’re encrypted

and are not regular MPEG files. So they won’t work.

If you don’t have MPEG playback hardware…
Sparkle is a Mac app that will let you play MPEG movies. If you can put up with the
degradation caused by recompressing the movie, you can even recompress the movies
using Cinepak (or any other QuickTime codec).

Sparkle is cool, and it’s free. The best part is that the author now works at Apple, which
suggests that Sparkle’s software MPEG playback capabilities may someday be rolled into
QuickTime.
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Mac MPEG playback hardware
Apple MPEG Media System
Apple is shipping an MPEG playback card that brings full-motion, full-screen video to
Macintosh and PowerMac systems. The $299 MPEG Media System card features 30
frame-per-second playback, 24-bit color and 16-bit audio. It supports NTSC and PAL TV
standards and QuickTime 2.0. The system plays Video CDs and CD-Interactive movies.
It requires a Mac LC-compatible processor-direct slot, a video-input slot, a double- or
quad-speed CD-ROM drive, and the Apple Video System or Apple TV/Video System.
(800/538-9696).

PC MPEG playback hardware
The April 1995 issue of NewMedia magazine has a listing of 50 PC based MPEG cards.
So I assume that the question of MPEG support and QTW will become another frequently
asked question.

QTW will support hardware assisted MPEG, provided the card conforms fully to the OM-
1 Open MPEG standard. The issue is completely, if the APIs are not fully implemented,
then there's a chance the card won't work with QTW. The Sigma ReelMagic drivers
worked for a while, then one version was broken, and the absolutely latest version should
supposedly work again. In most cases you should contact the MPEG vendor, ask
explicitly if they support the whole OM-1 standard, and get the latest driver. If the vendor
has not tested MPEG with QTW, ask them to contact <mailto:devsupport@apple.com>
and ask for more technical assistance.

Some of you have seen the mysterious reelmgic.qtc file, and have wondered if each
card should have a specific component file (.qtc). This file is the actual driver for OM-1
according to QTW engineering.

There are other issues related to tools and MPEG cards, Macromedia Director/Authorware
and so on. I would recommend to get in touch with the tools vendors for resolving such
issues.
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QuickTime VR
It’s Pan-O-Riffic!

What is it?
QuickTime VR provides users with a “virtual reality” 360-degree view of a photographic
or rendered representation of a scene. As users change their view of that scene, correct
perspective is maintained — this provides the effect of being at the location and looking
around. The technology is completely interactive, providing real-time zooming,
navigating, built-in “hot spots”, and the ability to view objects in 360 degrees.

No special 3-D hardware or goggles are required. All QuickTime-capable applications
that use the standard movie controls will have the ability to play QuickTime VR files. The
compression capabilities built into QuickTime result in small VR files — each
photographic representation of a 360-degree space takes up less than 1 Mb. Computer-
rendered representations, such as architectural space, often require even less memory.

The importance of QuickTime VR is that it will enable developers to economically offer
realistic, 3-D information and effects to a large number of users. It’s anticipated that
QuickTime VR will be quickly adopted by title developers, architectural planners,
engineering application developers and game manufacturers.

QuickTime VR was announced at Digital World in June 1994, and was launched in Late
January at Milia in Cannes. QuickTime VR development tools will be available from
APDA in March, and cost $3000.

Any developers that wish to receive QuickTime VR information may send Apple their
snail-mail address — they’ll forward you a white paper and related material. They’ll also
register you in their QuickTime VR database and will notify you when they announce
further information about the availability of software, tools, and licensing opportunities.

If you want more information on developing QuickTime VR content,
contact <mailto:quicktime.vr@applelink.apple.com>.

If you want to see QuickTime VR in action, you can pop $40 for the Star Trek Interactive
Technical Manual, available for Mac and Windows.
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Developing QuickTime VR content
The QuickTime VR Authoring Tools Suite
The QuickTime VR Authoring Tools Suite is a set of authoring tools and run-time
software which you need to incorporate QTVR technology into your products. It includes:

• Stitcher: stitches together sequential still photographs or computer-rendered
images into a 360° panoramic-image PICT file.

• Dicer: dices and compresses panoramic or object movies to reduce file size,
producing nodes from which users view a scene

• Scene Editor: allows you to create QuickTime VR scenes by adding and
positioning nodes, linking nodes together, and adding interactive objects

• Documentation on planning, designing, photographing, capturing and creating
QuickTime VR content

• Photographing QuickTime VR Scenes training video

The QuickTime VR Authoring Tools Suite with MPW Pro costs $695 ($495 if you
already own MPW 3.2 or later). The Suite with a 3-day Developer University training
course and MPW Pro costs $1,995. (To order, refer to QUICKTIME RESOURCES: COMPANIES.)

Royalties
There are no royalties for developers of CD-ROM titles who distribute less than 25,000
units. There are also no royalties for non-commercial uses or for internal distribution
within enterprises or educational institutions.

For those who distribute 25,000 units or more, the royalty for the QuickTime VR run-
time software is $400/5,000 units. For Enhanced Audio CDs, royalties are waived for
quantities under 50,000 — quantities over that will cost you $750/25,000 units.

This is more than Microsoft charges for Surround Video ($0), which doesn’t currently
hold a candle to QuickTime VR. Also, it’s much less than Apple initially wanted to
charge.

Lens choices
Apple recommends that developers use 15mm or 28mm lenses when capturing
QuickTime nodes. Your lens choice will depend on how much useful information you
want in the picture.

NOTE   Fisheye lenses will not work for QuickTime VR development.
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15mm lenses in a portrait orientation (97° vertical field of view) are good for indoor
shots, as indoor spaces are usually more interesting the closer they are to the camera (and
it gives users a lot to look at vertically). 15mm portrait shots capture a lot more than
28mm portrait shots, so you only need 12 shots per node instead of 15 (or more) — if
production cost is a factor, than this may be important.

Equipment recommendations
Recommended 28 mm lenses include Nikon’s 28 mm F2.8 or current versions of the 28
mm F2.8 AF auto-focus lens (try to avoid the early versions of the auto-focus lens). To
save money, stick with the manual focus if you can live with it, buy used, or both.

Recommended 15 mm lenses include Nikon’s 15 mm f3.5.

Normally, when making a VR movies, you’ll turn off auto-exposure and auto-focus.
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QuickTime Conferencing

QuickTime Conferencing is a foundation and framework for desktop conferencing and
collaborative computing. Besides depending on QuickTime for video services, it also
builds on the services provided by the Sound Manager, OpenTransport, and PowerTalk.

More information on QuickTime Conferencing can be found at

<http://quicktime.apple.com/qtconf.html>

Developers who need more information on QuickTime Conferencing should contact
Howard Green at 408.974.5220 or <mail:h.green@applelink.apple.com>.
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QuickTime Q&A

What’s with the QTW “Undefined dynalink” error?
Older versions of QuickTime for Windows (2.0.1 and earlier) often caused “dynalink”
errors. Recent versions of QTW prevent these dynalink errors and also make the
environment more stable in situations where there are multiple QTW releases on the hard
drive or CD-ROM.

To explain why they happened in the first place, Bob Currier (CompuServe’s
MACMEDIA  QuickTime Manager) put together a great explanation and granted
permission to include it in The QuickTime FAQ. (Thanks, Bob!)

 “The “dynalink” error is caused by having mixed versions of QuickTime on your
system. The software gets confused, and when trying to transfer control from one module
to another — which end up being different versions — it gets a “dynalink” error. (The
“dynalink” error message is a standard Windows error message — you just won't find it
in any common manuals!) QuickTime 2.0 is upwardly compatible, but you can't have
mixed versions.

“Okay, so how to fix it? The most common solution is to simply delete any older copies
of QuickTime that may exist in other directories. For example, Myst installs a version in
the \myst directory. Search out all copies of QT*.* or *.QT* files which are
outside of the \windows and \windows\system directories and remove them.
Restart Windows and you should be okay.

“Some games need to have QuickTime in their own directories. These games will still
give dynalink errors, even after you have deleted all copies of QuickTime. In these cases,
you will need to reinstall the game, then move to their directory. Make a note of any
QT*.* files that have been installed there. Now delete both the QT*.* files and any
*.QTC files. Now replace only the QT*.* files with files of the same name from either
\windows or \windows\system. Do not replace the *.QTC files. Restart Windows
and you should be up and running.

“The final case is games which insist on running their own private copy of (old)
QuickTime directly from the CD-ROM. In some cases (Leonardo Da Vinci, for example)
you can install QTW 2.0 into the same hard drive directory that the CD-ROM installs its
files into, then point the working directory of the main CD-ROM program to that hard
drive directory.
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“Such tricks do not always work, though. In such cases you will need to contact the game
publisher's tech support department and see what workaround they have developed. Such
games will have conflicts with any software which installs QuickTime 2.0.

How do I get digital audio data from an audio CD?
Using MoviePlayer11, open the CD Track as a file, and click on the “Options” button to
set bit rate, sample rate and choose which part of the track you want.

Do I have to “convert” my old movies to QuickTime 2.0 format?
No. Even your old movies should play back better with QuickTime 2.0.
However, in some cases people have reported that “rechunking” movies
made with older versions of QuickTime makes them even smoother.

TIP   For smoother playback, re-chunk movies made with previous versions of

QuickTime.

To re-chunk a QuickTime movie,
• open it with MoviePlayer
• select “Save As...”
• select “Make Movie Self-Contained” and click “OK”

How do I make my QuickTime movies cross-platform?
For QuickTime movies to be cross-platform (playable on Windows, over the World Wide
Web, etc.), they have to meet the following two requirements:

• they have to “flattened” (made self-contained)
• they have to be made cross-platform

We’ll take a closer look at each of these steps, explaining how to do it with MoviePlayer

1. They have to “flattened”, or made self-contained. This process makes sure that all
data referenced by a QuickTime movie is copied into a self-contained movie file.

You can flatten a movie (make it self-contained) within MoviePlayer by selecting
“Save As...” from the File menu and selecting the “Make movie self-contained”
radio button.

                                                
11 Any app that can open QuickTime movies should work (I think).
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Making a movie self-contained means consolidating all of its video and audio data
in a single file.

QuickTime movies on the Mac can contain references to data in other files. Since
this paradigm is not supported under Windows, you must ensure that your movies
have no dependencies on other movies. This also makes sense if you want to
distribute your movie as a single file.

2. They have to be made cross-platform.

This process takes the movie’s resource fork and adds it to the end of the movie’s
data fork so that other platforms that can’t deal with multiple forks (e.g.
Windows) can read the data.

You can flatten a movie within MoviePlayer by selecting “Save As...” from the
File menu, selecting the “Make movie self-contained” radio button, and checking
the “Playable on non-Apple computers” check box..

QuickTime movies on the Mac use both file “forks” to store movie data — a data
fork (which contains movie data) and a resource fork (which usually contains
QuickTime pointer info).

Since computers other than Macs don’t have a concept like a resource fork, you
have to flatten your movies (which takes the whole kit and caboodle and throws it
into the Data fork). A flattened movie is, by definition, self-contained.

When you use a tool to make the resultant movie playable on non-Apple
computers, the original movie’s resource fork is simply appended to the end of its
data fork, “flattening” the movie into one physical file.

Macs will still happily play data-fork-only movies.
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TIP   Until Windows 96 comes along, you should also give any PC-bound movies a

DOS-compatible file name (up to eight characters) and the extension “.MOV”.

Why can’t I open this QuickTime movie?
If the movie file has a generic icon, then your Mac isn’t recognizing the file as a
QuickTime movie.

There are a couple utilities that will fix this for you. One is  “MakeItMooV”, which
comes with the Intel Indeo codec (see QUICKTIME  RESOURCES: ONLINE for downloading
information).

MakeItMooV changes the type and creator of a file to “MooV” and “ TVOD” respectively.
The former allows the file to be recognized as a movie  file by all QuickTime
applications; the latter causes the MoviePlayer  to be the default application for opening
the file.

This utility is useful when importing movies from non-Macintosh environments
(QuickTime for Windows), in which they are not assigned appropriate Macintosh file
types or creators.

What’s a “pixel-doubled” movie? How can I make one?
A pixel-doubled movie is simply a movie saved at double its normal size. The easiest
way to make one is to open the movie in MoviePlayer, select Double from the Movie
menu, then resave the movie.

TECH TALK    Technically, this changes two values — the horizontal scale factor and

the vertical scale factor — in the movie’s transformation matrix. You can also browse

for and change these values in a program called “Dumpster”.

Although playback won’t be quite as nimble as it is when playing the movie at normal
size, the difference is minimal (thanks to QuickTime and codec optimizations). However,
you’ll find that playing back movies at anything but a 1:1 or 2:1 ratio imposes a huge
performance hit.

TECH TALK    QuickTime will “ask” a codec if it can handle 2x scaling. If a codec

says it can, then QuickTime will let the codec do the scaling. (A codec may know

something special about the data which allows it to scale faster or better than

QuickTime could.) If a codec can’t do 2x scaling, then QuickTime will scale the video

with a generic scaling routines.
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Movies saved at Double size will retain that size when imported into authoring
environments and other applications.

Q: What is “Pre-rolling” a movie?
It’s not something you generally have to worry about, as all QuickTime apps should do
this automatically.

Pre-rolling is a function in the Movie toolbox to tell the appropriate media handlers to
prepare to play the movie. The media handlers may then load the movie data and perform
any other necessary preparations to play the movie, such as allocating sound channels and
starting up image decompression sequences.

This is the recommended way for QuickTime environments to eliminate playback stutter
when a movie starts playing (and, with QuickTime 2, you might see more stuttering if the
playback app doesn’t pre-roll movies).

Some apps don’t pre-roll movies as they should (i.e. versions of Macromedia Director
before 4.0.4), but Apple’s Multimedia Tuner (see QUICKTIME RESOURCES: ONLINE) and
QuickTime 2.1 ensures that they do anyway.
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Application Notes

MoviePlayer
Following is a bunch of random shortcuts — some of them let you do stuff you probably
didn’t know MoviePlayer could do.

TIP   These shortcuts work in every program that uses the standard movie controller,

not just MoviePlayer!

• The Return key and the Space Bar both start and stop playback.
• Double-clicking on a movie window starts playback, and single-clicking a playing

movie stops it. Shift + double-click plays the movie backwards.
• The Left- and Right-Arrow keys move through a movie frame by frame.
• Holding down the Control key while clicking on the single step buttons not only

allows adjustment of speed, it also plays the audio track as you shuttle backwards
and forwards (great for finding edit points).

• The Up- and down-arrow keys adjust the sound volume. Option-clicking the
speaker icon turns muting on and off.

• Shift-clicking on the standard control bar selects a portion of a movie for Cutting,
Copying and Pasting.

• You can dynamically select a movie segment by pressing Shift while you start
playback with the Space Bar or Return key, then release the Shift key at any time
to define the end point of the segment.

MoviePlayer 2.1
MoviePlayer 2.1 (not released yet) will take advantage of the QuickTime 2.1’s new
features. It will let you open µLaw and WAV files, edit Sprite tracks, and a playback
system that takes into account the scaling of your display.

TextDescriptors & TimeStamps
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Editing text in movies is now a little easier. The import/export text components now
work with text descriptors and timeStamps. Text descriptors are just that, descriptions of
the text that follows. TimeStamps make it simple to do repeated export-edit-import tasks.
The timeStamp keeps track of the starting time and duration of the sample. Thus keeping
the samples in sync with other media in the movie.

Text Descriptors
The text stream containing descriptors and timeStamps will always start with the
‘{QTtext}’. It can then be followed by any number (and in any order) of text descriptors.
Some text descriptors have no parameters, like ‘{plain}’. Some text descriptors take
additional information that follows a colon like ‘{font:New York}’. Notice that there is
no space between the ':' and the first letter of the font name, although there can be, it is
not required.
If {height:0} is set to zero, the text track will be determined automatically to fit the text.
The color descriptors take three parameters that are separated by a ',' (ASCII 44). The
three parameters are red, green, blue. For example, {textColor: 0, 0, 65535} is blue text,
{textColor: 65535, 32000, 0} is orange. To make editing colors better, we now allow
white spaces before the color values, it is not required.
Although the parser is not uppercase/lowercase sensitive, it does not have a spell checker.
If a typo is encountered you may get partial results or an error stating that this file cannot
be converted.

Here is a list of the current descriptors.

{QTtext}
This is required at the start of any file that has descriptors or timeStamps. If this is not at
the first, the file is assumed to be normal text.

{font:}
The parameter is the name of the font.
{font:Apple Chancery}
This will change all text after the descriptor to the Apple Chancery.

The following descriptors change the style of the text. {plain} resets
{plain}
{bold}
{italic}
{underline}
{outline}
{shadow}
{condense}
{extend}
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{justify:}  is the text alignment descriptor. It takes the following parameters.
Indicates the justification of the text. The following constants are available:
{justify:left}
{justify:right}
{justify:center}
{justify:default} will align to whatever the script system has set.
See Inside Macintosh: Text for details on these constants and on text alignment.

{size:}
This is the point size of the text.
{size:18} will set the point size of text that follows to 18 point.

{textColor: , , }
To set the color of the text. There are three numbers between 0 and 65535 that make up
the parameters. These numbers are RGBColor values. The order is red, green, blue. The
values are separated by a comma ‘,’.
{textColor:45000,0,0}
This sets the text to a shade of red.

{backColor: , , }
This is the same as textColor except that it changes the background color.

{height:}
Takes one parameter, the height of the text track in pixels.
{height:50} will set the text track height to 50.
A value of zero will set the height to the best fit for the contents.

{width:}
same as height except a value of zero will set the width to 240 or to that of the movie if
importing into a movie.

{language:}
Text tracks can be set to a specific language. It is handy to keep this information around.
The ordinal value of the language is used instead of the actual name.
{language:11} sets the language of the track to Japanese.

{timeStamps:}
This tells us if the timeStamps are absolute or relative.
{timestamps:absolute}
the timeStamps show the time the samples start and ends beginning from the start of the
track.
{timeStamps:relative}
The timeStamps are the duration's from one sample to the next.
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{timeScale:}
This is the value of the units in the mantissa of a timeStamp.
Think of it as the fractional part of a second, usually 1/timeScale of the movie.
Let's look at a timeStamp of [00:00:07.300]. If {timeScale:600}, then this is interpreted
to be 7.5 seconds(7 + 300/600). If {timeScale:400}, it would be 7.75 seconds(7 +
300/400). The timeScale cannot go over 1000. The size of the mantissa is determined by
the timeScale value. If {timeScale:10} 7.5 seconds would be '[00:00:07.5]'.

The following are descriptors to set the textDisplay flag.
{doNotDisplay:}
Does not display the specified sample.
{doNotAutoScale:}
Does not scale the text if the track bounds increase.
{clipToTextBox:}
Clips to just the text box. (This is useful if the text overlays the video.)
{useMovieBackColor:}
What it says, use the backColor of the movie instead of it's own.
{shrinkTextBox:}
Recalculates size of the textBox parameter to just fit the given text and stores this
rectangle with the text data.
{scrollIn:}
Scrolls the text in until the last of the text is in view. This flag is associated with the
scrollDelay parameter.
{scrollOut:}
Scrolls text out until the last of the text is out of view. This flag is associated with the
scrollDelay parameter. If both scrollIn and scrollOut are set, the text is scrolled in, then
out.
{horizontalScroll:}
Scrolls a single line of text horizontally. If the horizontalScroll flag is not set, then the
scrolling is vertical.
{reverseScroll:}
If set, scrolls vertically down, rather than up. If not set, horizontal scrolling proceeds
toward the left rather than toward the right.
{continuousScroll:}
New samples will cause previous samples to scroll out (scrollIn and/or scrollOut must
also be set for this to take effect).
{flowHorizontal:}
Lets horizontally scrolled text flow within the text box. This behavior contrasts with
letting text flow as if the text box had no right edge.
{dropShadow:}
Support true drop shadows. Using SetTextSampleData, the position and translucency of
the drop shadow is under application control.
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{anti-alias:}
Display text anti-aliased. While anti-aliased text looks nicer, it incurs a significant
performance penalty.
{keyedText:}
Render text over the background without drawing the background color. This technique
is otherwise known as “Masked Text.”
{inverseHilite:}
Use inverse hiliting rather than hilite color.

These display flag descriptors take one parameter that is either ‘on’ or ‘off’. To turn
dropShadow on you would use {dropShadow:on} and the following text will be
displayed with dropShadow. {dropShadow:off} to turn off(easy huh…).

Text Descriptors added 2.2

textBox
Used to set the dimensions of the textBox. Mainly useful when exporting, editing,
importing text. This will retain the original textBox settings so that mulitple edits can be
done without losing the dimensions. Following is an example of usage, parameters are
top, left, bottom, right.
{textBox:0, 0, 80, 320}

hilite
Useful for hiliting text. The parameters are first and last character to hilite in the sample.
{hilite: 11, 14}This is a text track
hilites the word 'text' in "This is a text track" sample.

hiliteColor
Use this to change the color used in hiliting. The order of the parameters is red, green,
blue.
{hiliteColor:35000, 0, 0} sets the hilite color to a shade of red.

scrollDelay
Whoa, slow down and wait to make a fashionable delayed entrance.
{scrollDelay: 600} will cause subsequent text to be delayed one second(if the movie has
a rate of 600). This only works when scrolling is on.

dropShadowOffset
{dropShadowOffset: 3, 4} will offset the text shadow 3 pixels to the right and 4 pixels
down. Only works when the dropShadow display flag bit is set.

dropShadowTransparency
Pass in a value between 0 and 255. Changes the intensity of the drop shadow.
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{dropShadowTransparency: 127}

TimeStamps are of the format
[HH:MM:SS.xxx] followed by a return.
The HH is hours, the MM is minutes, the SS is seconds, the xxx is in the timeScale.
Think of the xxx as the fractional part of the second expressed in timeScale units. If your
timeScale value is 1-10 use only one digit in the mantissa [HH:MM:SS.x]. If it is 11-100,
use two digits [HH:MM:SS.xx]. If 101-1000 use three digits [HH:MM:SS.xxx].
In between timeStamps we put the text, if no text you can put a space or
nothing(internally we will put a space).
Dialogs
When importing and exporting text you can access various options via the 'Options'
button. Clicking on the 'Options' button will bring up a dialog.
The 'Text Export Settings' dialog is shown below. The topmost radio buttons let you
export text only or export the text with timing and descriptor information.
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When the 'Show Text, Descriptors, and Time' button is selected, the dialog will look this.
The timeStamps can be either relative to each other or absolute time from the start of the
movie. The fractions of seconds can be chosen from the popup menu or typed into the
edit field. On import we currently limit the fractions to 1/1000 so the number here should
be between 1 -1000 inclusive.

The 'Text Import Settings' dialog allows the overriding of textDescriptors in the text file.
Attributes set here will be applied to all the samples being imported.
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New Calls
There are new calls to get settings and set settings in when exporting text.

The caller can get/set the units of the mantissa with these two calls. This will typically be
in the 1/timeScale of the movie.

pascal ComponentResult TextExportGetTimeFraction(TextExportComponent ci, long*
movieTimeFraction)

pascal ComponentResult TextExportSetTimeFraction(TextExportComponent ci, long
movieTimeFraction)

The following calls get/set the options of exporting text. To export text only use
kExportTextOnly. To export text, descriptors, and timeStamps, use either
kExportAbsoluteTime or kExportRelativeTime. The difference between these is the
values of the timeStamps. The setting kExportAbsoluteTime calculates the timeStamps
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from the beginning of the movie for each sample. The setting kExportRelativeTime
represents the time deltas between each sample.

pascal ComponentResult TextExportGetSettings(TextExportComponent ci, long*
setting);

pascal ComponentResult TextExportSetSettings(TextExportComponent ci, long setting);

enum{
kExportTextOnly = 0,
kExportAbsoluteTime,
kExportRelativeTime

};

Macromedia Director
The palette problem
When using Director projectors under Mac OS, you may discover that your movies
sometimes look like garbage in 256 color environments (although they play fine under
Director itself). That’s because Director projectors only inform the System the first
palette established by the movie, which causes QuickTime to play the movie using the
wrong palette.

You can fix this problem by using the FixPalette XObj (the problem doesn’t happen in
Windows projectors).

Optimizing QuickTime playback
When playing QuickTime movies, Director still needs precious CPU time to advance
frames and processing its internal events. This means that Director will never play back a
movie as well as simple ol’ MoviePlayer.

There are a couple of things you can do to minimize this effect. First, always use the
“Direct to Stage” option (QuickTime movies under Director for Windows are always
played Direct to Stage). Second, if you’re using a “go to the frame” script to play the
movie, set the tempo to 1 via the puppetTempo command before doing so.

The third tip is an obscure (but important) detail that MoviePlayer takes care of
automatically — you must align the left edge of the movie on a 4-byte boundary. In
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English, this means that the left edge of your movie should be a multiple of 4 pixels from
the left edge of the screen if you’re playing back in 8-bit mode. (In 16-bit mode it should
be at a multiple of 2 pixels, and in 24-bit mode you don’t have to worry about it.)

The QuickTime for Windows Installer
Apple’s new installer for QuickTime for Windows (versions 2.0.3 and greater) is a nice
piece of work. It’s delivered as one file each for the 16- and 32-bit versions, works great
with Windows 95, and also gives developers greater control over the installation process
through an optional INI  file.

The QUICKTIME.INI file
; The following is the format for the optional configuration
; file that can be used with QTINSTAL.EXE.  If used, it must
; be named QTINSTAL.INI, and it must be located in the same
; directory as QTINSTAL.EXE.  For all of the options listed
; except DialogStyle, a value of 1 enables the option, a
; value of zero disables it.

; Although all combinations are designed to work (i.e., the
; program will run correctly), not all combinations of options
; will yield a viable result.  For example, creating a program
; group without unpacking the files would probably not be a
; good idea.

   ; All options must be under this section.
[Options]

   ; Specify one of the following values:
   ;    1 = Thin frame
   ;    2 = System menu
   ;    3 = Thin frame and system menu
   ;    default = thick frame, no system menu
DialogStyle=3

   ; 1 shows background window with QuickTime banner.
   ; 0 shows no background window.  0 is useful when
   ; QTINSTAL is to be called from another program.
StandAlone=1

   ; CTL3D look.  1 = CTL3D, 0 = no CTL3D
Ctl3D=1
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   ; Run dialogs that scan disk checking for
   ; existing versions.
CheckExistingVersions=1

   ; Update user INI files or do not.
UpdateIniFiles=1

   ; Create user groups or do not.
CreateGroups=1

   ; Unpack files from executable and write them.
   ; Care and consideration should be used before
   ; setting this option to false, since a false
   ; value means no files will be installed.
UnpackFiles=1

   ; Run opening dialog prompting user to start
   ; install.
PromptToBegin=1

   ; Final "do you want to continue" dialog before
   ; files are written.
PromptToComplete=1

   ; Dialog indicating that install has completed
   ; successfully.
SuccessDialog=1

   ; If this option is used, the specified name is
   ; used as the group name (i.e., the name as it
   ; displays in the window titlebar, not the group
   ; filename) that the install will use when
   ; installing the QuickTime icons.  For example,
   ; the option shown would use the group name
   ; "My Group."  If the group does not exist it will
   ; be created.

   ; This option is can be used to add the QuickTime
   ; applications to an existing group file.

   ; The string used to specify a group name should
   ; be tested in actual use, since there is a
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   ; practical upper limit to the number of
   ; characters Windows will use in a window title.
GroupName=My Group

   ; Unlike most of the other BOOLEAN (1/0) options,
   ; the default for this option is disabled.
   ; Enabling it allows the user to select to play
   ; a sample movie once install has been completed.
PlaySampleMovie=1
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QuickTime Resources
Online, Software, Print, People, Companies

Online
QuickTime Developers mailing list

<mail:listproc@abs.apple.com>
Send email with no subject and “subscribe qtime-dev your name” in the body.

This list is a great (high signal:noise ratio) hangout for QuickTime content and application
developers.

Digital Video mailing list
<mail:listproc@ucdavis.edu>
Send an email with no subject and “subscribe DIGVID-L  your name” in the body.

Apple’s Computer
<http://www.apple.com/>
Apple Computer, Inc.

<http://quicktime.apple.com/>
The QuickTime Continuum

<http://qtvr.quicktime.apple.com/>
QuickTime VR

<http://www.info.apple.com/dev/devinfo/quicktime/>
QuickTime Developers

<http://www.info.apple.com/dev/>
General Apple developer information

<ftp://ftp.info.apple.com/Apple.Support.Area/Developer_Services/>
QuickTime-related software

eWorld
Apple developer material is available in the DEVSERVICE forum. The MACDEV forums have
QuickTime developer-related discussion areas.
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AppleLink
Apple developer material is available in the Developer Support:Developer Services folder. The
Developer Support:QuickTime Talk forum provides a discussion area concerning QuickTime
development issues.

USENET newsgroups
<news:comp.multimedia>
<news:rec.video.desktop>
<news:comp.publish.cdrom.multimedia>

Interesting QuickTime-related articles and Web sites
<http://www.callamer.com:80/~boomer/media100/Media1006.html>
This is an article on digital video by Earl Caustin.

<http://siggraph.magnet.com/>
This site contains papers and lectures on CD-ROM production experiences and techniques, created
by Magnet Interactive Studios for SIGGRAPH ’95 in Los Angeles.

The AV FAQ

<http://www.csua.berkeley.edu:80/~jwang/av.html>

AOL ’s Radius Forum
Keyword: RADIUS

Software
Multimedia Tuner 2.0.1

<ftp://ftp.info.apple.com/Apple.Support.Area/
 Apple.Software.Updates/Macintosh/System.Software/
 Other.System.Software/Apple.Multimedia.Tuner.2.0.1.sea.hqx>

Every Mac user running QuickTime should use this extension, because it compensates for apps
that don’t correctly pre-roll (prepare for playback) QuickTime movies (notably, all apps created
with Macromedia Director 4.0.3 and earlier). Apple’s Multimedia Tuner 2.0.1 fixes problems with
ISO9660-only CD-ROMs, adds compatibility with Systems prior to System 7.1, and improves
system reliability under low memory conditions with Premiere and other multimedia tools.

AppleLink: Worldwide Multimedia:MM Prods & Services:QuickTime

Indeo® for QuickTime 3.2 (3.22.24.09)

<http://www.intel.com/pc-supp/multimed/indeo/>
<http://www.intel.com/pc-supp/multimed/indeo/i32qtft.html>
<http://www.intel.com/IAL/indeo/i322qt.htm>
<ftp://ftp.intel.com/pub/ial/indeo_video/i322qt.bin>
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The Indeo 3.2 codec is also included with the QT 2.0 Developers SDK CD, the Adobe Premiere
4.0.1 update, AOL ( keyword “Intel”, software libraries), CompuServe (go INTELA, library 9),
Intel’s BBS (916/356-3600, Multimedia file area), AppleLink (Third Parties:3rd Party
Demos/Updates:Software Updates:Companies E-J:Intel Corp.)

Indeo® for QuickTime for Windows 3.2 (3.22.24.09)

<http://www.intel.com/pc-supp/multimed/indeo/>
<http://www.intel.com/pc-supp/multimed/indeo/i322qw.html>
<http://www.intel.com/IAL/indeo/i322qw.htm>
<ftp://ftp.intel.com/pub/ial/indeo_video/i322qw.bin>

The Indeo 3.2 decompressor is included with QTW 2.0 and later. The Indeo for QuickTime codec
is also available on AOL (keyword INTEL, software libraries), CompuServe (go INTELA, library
9), and Intel’s BBS (916/356-3600, Multimedia file area).

MovieShop 1.2.1
<ftp://ftp.apple.com/dts/multimedia/quicktime>

MovieShop is an unsupported utility used to process movies. Historically, it’s been considered
important enough that movies weren’t considered done until they’d been ’shopped. MovieShop
also has a companion utility (once an integral part of MovieShop) called MovieAnalyzer.

However, this utility has become less and less useful for two reasons:
• More intelligent codecs (such as Cinepak) and faster CD-ROM readers have made MovieShop

less important than it used to be.
• It’s...erm...sincerely buggy.

MovieShop is not yet dead. In theory, it could be resuscitated by Apple sometime in the future.
(However, don’t hold your breath.)

Apple DocViewer
<ftp://ftp.apple.com/dts/utils/apple-docviewer-1-1-1.hqx>

A lot of Apple’s documentation is in DocViewer format — this will let you read them with their
embedded pictures, formatting and index structure.

QuickTime SDK

The QuickTime 2.0 Software Developer’s Kit for both platforms is available for $195 (upgrades
are $99) through APDA. All Apple Multimedia Program members will receive this kit in their
normal mailing.

L1 Ultramaximizer audio processing software

You can reach Waves, the creators of the L1 Ultramaximizer and other audio processing software,
at <phone://615.588.9307>, <fax://615.588.9472>, and
<mail://71154.652@compuserve.com>. (Tell ’em The QuickTime FAQ sent you!)

SoundHack 0.743, by Tom Erbe <tre@music.calarts.edu>

<ftp://mills.edu/ccm/soundhack/>
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SoundHack is a $30 ($50 for the PowerMac version, for some unknown reason) that performs
various sound file manipulations on the Macintosh that have previously not been available. The
author has implemented sound file type conversion, a spectral dynamics processor, a
varispeed/sample rate converter, sound file convolution, ring modulation, the phase vocoder, a
binaural filter and an amplitude analysis and gain change module. SoundHack can now read and
write the following formats: Sound Designer II, Audio IFC, Audio IFF, IRCAM, DSP Designer,
Microsoft WAVE (RIFF), NeXT .snd (or Sun .au) and TEXT. It can read (but not write) raw data
files. It can read and write 4-bit ADPCM, 8-bit µ Law, 8-bit linear, 8-bit unsigned, 32-bit floating
point and 16-bit linear data encoding.

MIDI  Typer
<ftp://info-mac/snd/util/midi-typer.hqx>12

MIDI Typer is a Mac drag’n’drop utility which sets the correct Type and Creator codes for
standard MIDI  files from other platforms.

MIDIQT

<ftp://info-mac/snd/util/midi-qt.hqx>

MIDIQT is a utility that lets you use QuickTime’s Music Architecture as a cheesy little synthesizer
for your MIDI  sequencer. This version is a crippled demo that only supports one MIDI  channel and
one instrument (piano). (Hey? Whatdya want for nuttin’?) The full version supports 16 MIDI

channels and QuickTime’s full complement of instruments.

All MIDI  1.1.2, by Paul C.H. Ho <mail:paulcho@io.org>

<ftp://info-mac/cmp/all-midi-112.hqx>

This drag’n’drop utility makes it easy to convert standard MIDI  files to QuickTime Music tracks.
(BTW, what’s with these people that spell MIDI  like “Midi”? Don’t they realize it’s an acronym?
Are these the same people that spell Mac like “MAC”?)

Sound Manager 3.1

<ftp://ftp.support.apple.com/pub/apple_sw_updates/US/mac/System
Software/Other System Software/Sound_Manager_3.1.hqx>

Everyone needs a copy of Sound Manager 3.1. Not only does it fix a few niggling little problems
with 3.0, but the new version is native for PowerMacs (everybody say “hallejulia!”). A better,
faster Sound Manager means a better, faster QuickTime. The new Sound Manager also supports
WAV, IMA 4:1, and Unix µLaw (*.au) sound files.

Sparkle 2.45, by Maynard Handley <mail:maynardh@apple.com>

<ftp://info-mac/grf/util/sparkle-245.hqx>

                                                
12 Note that this is not a “real” URL — you must fill in the blanks with your favorite Info-Mac mirror. For
example, if you use the America Online mirror, the full URL would be <ftp://ftp.aol.com/mirrors/info-
mac/snd/util/midi-typer.hqx>
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Sparkle is an excellent Mac MPEG/QuickTime player and converter. It’s likely that you’ll see
some of the MPEG playback functionality of Sparkle rolled into QuickTime sometime in the
future. Sparkle requires System 7.5 or later..

Companies
APDA

<mail:apda@applelink.apple.com>

APDA (formerly the Apple Programmers and Developers Association) is Apple’s way of
providing mail order access to a variety of developer products. Among the products you can
purchase are the Macintosh Programmers Workshop (MPW), Developer University self-paced
courses, and many third party developer tools. This is your source for QuickTime and QuickTime
VR development tools.

800/282-2732 (U.S.), 800/637-0029 (Canada), 716/871-6555 (international),
716/871-6511 (fax), 7am–5pm PST, M–F. AppleLink: APDA, America Online: APDA,
CompuServe: 76666,2405.

Print
How to Digitize Video

by Nels Johnson with Fred Gault and Mark Florence
ISBN 0-471-01440-0

This book contains information about the following topics:
• Desktop Video setup and configurations (setting up a Production Studio)
• Capture cards, Macintosh and Windows
• Macintosh multimedia systems
• Windows multimedia systems (MPC)
• Mass storage Devices
• Using Desktop Video Software
• Video and Audio Hardware Standards
• How to Digitize Video
• QuickTime Movie file format
• Codec types and usage
• Frame rate and size issues
• Image and Audio Quality
• Using QT tools (MovieShop and MovieAnalyzer)

This is a recommended book to learn the basics of QuickTime. (My second printing seems a bit
out of date, but all of the basic info is worthwhile.)

Desktop Video Studio
by Andrew Soderberg and Tom Hudson
Random House/New Media Series, ISBN 0-679-75784-8 ($45)
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This book is reported intended for novice and intermedia Mac and Windows users (although most
of the content is Mac-oriented). It comes with a CD-ROM which has utilities and product demos.

QuickTime: The Official Guide for Macintosh Users
by Judith L. Stern and Robert A. Lettieri
Hayden Books, ISBN 1-56830-129-4

This book comes with these hard-to-find QuickTime utilities that you’d otherwise have to get by
buying the QuickTime SDK ($199):

MoviePlayer 2.0b2, MovieShop 1.2.1+ (nobody knows what the “+” is for), MovieAnalyzer,
GetMovieColorTable, SetMovieColorTable, ConvertToMovie, ComboWalker, Dumpster,
TextMovieConvert, SoundConverter, SingleForkFlattener, Music Configuration, AddTimeCode.

It also comes with a “bunch of other stuff”.

Inside Macintosh: QuickTime
Addison & Wesley, ISBN 0-201-62201-7

Inside Macintosh: QuickTime Components
Addison & Wesley, ISBN 0-201-62202-5

People
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Appendix A:
Glossary

AIFF    Audio Interchange File Format — a common file format for digitized audio.

Flattened (Movies)   Flattened QuickTime Movies are self-contained (i.e. they have no
references to other Movies). Starting with QuickTime 2.5, single-fork flattened Movies
(which is normally the way Movies are delivered via CD-ROM, the Web, DVD, etc.) have
their meta-data at the front of the Movie file (which saves two head seeks when playing
from random-access media, and allows playback via streaming media without waiting for
the entire Movie to be transferred).

IMA  4:1   The Interactive Multimedia Association (IMA ) 4:1 audio compression format
is a lossy compression format which provides 16-bit/44 kHz playback using
approximately the same amount of data as an uncompressed, 8-bit/22 kHz soundtrack.
This enables you to store compressed audio on a CD-ROM along with high frame rate
video. (For users who don’t have the sound hardware to handle 16-bit audio,
QuickTime’s Sound Manager will converts it to 8-bit audio in realtime.

MACE  3:1   This lossy compression format created by Apple. With the advent of IMA
4:1 compression, MACE is considered obsolete.

SGI image file format   On SGI systems, SGI image files end with the extension .bw if
they are black and white images, in .rgb if they contain RGB image data, and in .rgba if
they are RGB images with alpha channel. (Sometimes the .sgi extension is used as well.)

SND   SND files are a Macintosh standard.

Streamlined (Movies)   Streamlined QuickTime Movies are self-contained, data-fork
only Movies

Strobing   This is a side effect often seen in Cinpak-compressed video, caused by having
keyframes which have above-average quality and difference frames which have below-
average qualtiy. When this happens, the pattern created by the keyframes causes a
quality-related “strobing” effect. To solve this, lower the Quality setting in QuickTime’s
standard image compression dialog when compressing your video.
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WAV    WAV files are a popular PC file format for digitized audio.

µLaw    (Pronounced “mu-law”, µLaw files are a Unix standard for audio. Because of
Unix’s ties to the Internet, you’ll see lots of µLaw files on the World Wide Web.
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Appendix B:
QuickTime Press
Releases
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Thanks to…

I’d like to thank everyone who has contributed information, suggestions and corrections.

I’d like to publicly apologize to — and thank — Terry Schussler of grey matter design.
Some of the information in this FAQ (specifically the genesis of the sections “How to
Choose a Codec”, “Codec Theory” and “Other QuickTime Compression Options”) are
from The MediaBook CD™ for Director from gray matter design (415.243.0394).

I originally received this information, uncredited, as “helpful starter” material. Terry
is graciously allowing me to continue using the material, and the FAQ is better for it.

Special thanks to Kent Sandvik at Apple and to Kris Newby (from whom I filched
significant parts of an excellent article originally written for Apple Directions).

Thanks also to C. Stephen Andrichak, Tom Bair, Ivan Cavero Belaunde, Wayne
Brissette, Joseph Boykin, Bob Currier, Daniel Devolder, Bob Earp, Jim Frazier, David
Harr, Jeff Jorczak, Brian Kendig, Stephen Marinick, Kevin Marks, Loren Petrich, Charles
Poynton, Andy Shore, Vincent Rubino, Chris Snyder, and Garry Weil (Intel).


